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Preparation

To be prepared against surprise is to be trained. To be prepared for surprise is to be educated.
~ James Carse ~

The best preparation for good work tomorrow is to do good work today. ~ Elbert Hubbard ~

Spectacular achievement is always preceded by spectacular preparation. ~ Robert H. Schuller ~

When you’re prepared, you’re more confident. When you have a strategy, you’re more comfortable.
~ Fred Couples ~

If you are prepared, you will be confident, and will do the job. ~ Tom Landry ~

The most prepared are the most dedicated. ~ Raymond Berry ~

The best preparation for tomorrow is doing your best today. ~ H. Jackson Brown Jr. ~

I will prepare and some day my chance will come. ~ Abraham Lincoln ~

In the field of observation, chance favors only the prepared minds. ~ Louis Pasteur ~

Thorough preparation makes its own luck. ~ Joe Poyer ~

If you’re prepared, then you’re able to feel confident. ~ Robert J. Ringer ~

Preparing mentally takes more out of you than the physical aspect of it. ~ Summer Sanders ~

The tendency of an event to occur varies inversely with one’s preparation for it. ~ David Searles ~

Trust in your preparation. ~ Davie Sheppard ~

You don’t run twenty-six miles at five minutes a mile on good looks and a secret recipe.
~ Frank Shorter ~